REAPPLY THE DOG END® DAILY OR WHEN IT GETS DAMAGED. ALWAYS ASK YOUR VETERINARY SURGEON FOR ADVICE, ESPECIALLY IF THERE ARE SIGNS OF INFECTION OR THE WOUND DOES NOT IMPROVE DURING TREATMENT.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

RESTOCK AT BONOVA.COM/DOGENDS

CONTENTS:

INCLUDED IN THIS PACK:
5 X DOG ENDS®
1 X APPLICATOR
1 X VET GRADE ADHESIVE TAPE
Apply adhesive tape strip, 8cm from the tail tip, being careful not to over-tighten & impair the circulation.

Stretch Dog End®, then load it onto the narrow end of applicator.

Apply loaded applicator to tail. The Dog End® should overlap the taped section and overhang tail tip by 2cm.

Hold the Dog End® in position & remove the applicator.

Apply second strip of tape over the Dog End® & the first strip of tape. Ensure it is secure. If the Dog End® does not stay in place for any reason, put a wider wrap of tape above and below the Dog End®, being careful not to over-tighten and impair the circulation.

Our experience has shown that some dogs may chew the Dog End® after it is applied, particularly if they are not supervised. A Hound Surround® or other Elizabethan collar should be used in conjunction with the Dog End® to prevent chewing or licking.